CASE STUDY

Energy Supply Advisory
Team Provides Natural Gas
Operational Expertise
SCOPE
Natural gas asset management is included in the comprehensive portfolio
of energy management services that our Energy Supply Advisory team
provides for one of the world’s leading automotive manufacturers.
The service includes daily balancing of the client’s capacity on a major
pipeline in the eastern United States.
Upon assuming responsibility of the account, our team of energy experts
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analyzed the client’s current situation and determined that they had
incurred more than $335,000 in overrun penalties on this pipeline in each
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of the previous two years.
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The penalties were a result of inaccurate forecasting of the client’s daily
natural gas requirements and a lack of proactive asset management.
Our team diligently investigated all aspects of the customer’s capacity
contract and the corresponding system requirements. With a full
understanding of the actions required to minimize the penalties, we
first focused on working with the local plant personnel to improve the
forecasting accuracy for the amount of gas they need on a daily basis, and
established routine communication processes between Edison Energy
and the facility personnel. This provides our team with near real-time
production and natural gas usage expectations from the plant, and we are
able to use the information to actively manage the customer’s pipeline
capacity.
This process improvement allows our team to keep the client’s gas supply
within the required tolerances on a daily basis, and thus avoid the costly
penalties previously experienced.

P R O J E C T R E S U LT S & K E Y M E T R I C S :
Reduced overrun penalties by more than 60% in one year
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CUSTOMER VALUE
Our expert, proactive approach in managing the customer’s pipeline capacity
has helped the client to better understand how to manage their energy needs,
and as a result, has reduced overrun penalties by more than 60% in just one
year. This places them at the optimal performance level relative to the variability
existent in their manufacturing process.

Edison Energy is an independent energy advisory and solutions integration
company with the capabilities to develop and implement a broad portfolio of
energy services for commercial, industrial and institutional organizations.
We help customers reduce their energy costs, improve the environmental
performance of their operations, ensure energy resiliency and manage
exposure to energy price risk.
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